
 

 

BOARD REPORT 

 

TO:   Sheridan Student Union Board 

FROM:  Tristan Paul, Special Projects Coordinator  

DATE:  July 11th, 2017 

RE:  Simply Voting – Online Voting Platform  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PURPOSE: The purpose of this report is to provide additional information and report back 

to the SSU Board on the elections/online voting discussion stemming from the 

committee meeting on Tuesday, June 27th 2017. 

BACKGROUND:  Simply Voting is an online voting platform that provides a secure and convenient 

voting solution for higher education institutions, student governments, and a 

variety of other types of organizations. More specifically, Simply Voting 

administers elections for a number of our student union counterparts across 

Ontario. These student unions include: University of Toronto Student Union, 

Brock University Student Union, McMaster Students Union, amongst others.1  

 

After discussing a number of options Sheridan’s IT department, it was 

determined that Simply Voting was the most cost effective, secure, and reliable 

option for SSU elections. 

   How It Works – Voter Authentication 

Simply Voting integrates with common authentication technologies so that 

voters may use their existing university/college passwords to identify 

themselves and gain access to the ballot. Simply Voting provides a number of 

authentication methods: eligible voters can either have unique 

passwords/direct voting links delivered to their emails or Simply Voting can 

authenticate voters against an external website login.2 

 

 

                                                           
1 https://www.simplyvoting.com/education/. Accessed on July 4th, 2017.  
2 Ibid.  



 

 

Security and Reliability 

Beyond voter authentication, Simply Voting is designed in a way to eliminate 

breach of security: 

- Communication between the voter’s computer and Simply Voting is 

encrypted  

- Voters who bypass authentication or have already voted are denied access 

to the ballot 

- One-vote-per-voter is guaranteed by marking electors as voted and storing 

their vote in a single transaction 

   Customization  

Simply Voting provides a variety of options to adjust the look, feel, and overall 

experience for the voter. The platform also gives us the opportunity to tailor the 

voting pages to include an array of information. For example, embedding an 

informational YouTube video for a referendum, additional information on 

candidates, etc.  

   Other Applications 

Through the use of Simply Voting’s segmentation tool it is possible extrapolate 

data to inform our future SSU elections. For example, the SSU would be able to 

determine how many students voted after receiving a reminder email or what 

types of students (year and program) are casting ballots. 

 

The Simply Voting platform has potential to be used to improve the voting 

process at SSU Annual/Special General Meetings. 

   Long Term Considerations  

During my meeting with Sheridan IT, interest was expressed in looking into 

developing an internal college wide voting platform. The SSU should work 

closely with Sheridan College as details are fleshed out.  

RECOMMENDATION: I’m recommending that the SSU purchase a 1 year plan with Simply Voting as a 

pilot. After evaluation, a decision should be made on whether or not to 

purchase an annual plan.  

   

  

 


